[1] Dieterich [1994] modeled the response to a stress step of a population of faults governed by rate-and state-dependent friction. This model assumes that aftershocks nucleate over areas on the fault that at the time of the main shock are already accelerating toward failure and disregards the effect of interactions among aftershocks. The main objective of this study is to examine consequences of relaxing these underlying assumptions. Aftershock activity is simulated using an inherently discrete earthquake fault model, with a fault surface governed by an approximate constitutive friction law similar to the one used by Dieterich. We find that the governing equations in nondimensional form are a function of three main parameters and explore the effect of these parameters on the simulated catalogs. We derive a simple expression for the time-dependent seismicity response to a stress step that approximates the effect of multiple interactions among aftershocks as a time-dependent stressing rate. Close match is found between the simulated seismicity response to a stress step and that predicted analytically. However, the numerical simulations show that the effect of the main shock is not only to raise the local seismicity rate but also to systematically modify the earthquake size distribution. As a result, the actual seismicity rate change early during the aftershock sequence may be higher than that predicted, whereas seismicity rate late in the sequence may be lower than that predicted. Such a modification of the earthquake size distribution can explain observations of lower b values immediately following a stress step.
Introduction
[2] It is generally agreed that earthquakes are frictional instabilities. Friction experiments, on a variety of geological and nongeological materials, show frictional resistance to be dependent upon the sliding history and the logarithm of the sliding velocity [e.g., Dieterich, 1979] . That friction is dependent on the logarithm of sliding velocity is also suggested by the decay with time of recurrence intervals of repeating earthquakes along a creeping section of the San Andreas fault following a stress step [Schaff et al., 1998 ]. Yet, because laboratory friction experiments are conducted on small samples, at sliding velocities several orders of magnitude lower than seismic slip speed and a few orders of magnitude higher than plate velocities, the applicability of empirical friction laws to earthquake faults is uncertain.
Clearly, resolving this issue is of great importance to the study of earthquake physics.
[3] Dieterich [1994] modeled the response to a stress step of a population of faults governed by rate-and statedependent friction. According to this model, measurable quantities of aftershock sequences, such as the change in seismicity rate and aftershock duration, are related to the fault constitutive parameters. This result is of great importance, because the applicability of constitutive friction laws to crustal faults may now be tested through comparison of observed and predicted seismicity response to stress changes. Several studies of aftershock sequences have interpreted the magnitude and duration of aftershock activity in terms of Dieterich's [1994] model [Gross and Kisslinger, 1997; Toda et al., 1998; Stein, 1999] . However, because Dieterich's model relies on several simplifying assumptions, the interpretation of natural seismicity in terms of that model may require some modifications. The main objective of this study is to examine the consequences of relaxing these underlying model assumptions. An additional objective is to identify the parameters controlling the seismicity on a fault governed by rate-and state-dependent friction, and to examine the effect of these parameters on various properties of the seismicity.
[4] Earthquakes appear to exhibit complexity over a wide range of magnitudes. Studies of earthquake catalogs reveal a power law distribution of sizes, and strong temporal and spatial clustering. A long standing debate, surrounding the issue of complexity in quasi-static and elastodynamic fault models, appears to be coming to a resolution. Rate-and state-dependent friction laws contain a length scale that gives rise to a minimum size for a shear crack to become unstable. Models in which this length scale is well-resolved are referred to as ''continuous'' and have the property that individual fault cells can fail only in concert with neighboring cells, while models not capable of resolving this length scale are referred to as ''inherently discrete'' and have the property that individual cells may fail independently [Rice, 1993] . Slip complexity in continuous quasi-static models is very weak. Rice and Ben-Zion [1996] show that slip complexity is enhanced only slightly if inertial dynamics is accounted for. Shaw and Rice [2000] find that complexity in elastodynamic models exists only in a limited range of parameter space. In any case, it is now clear that the observed richness of slip complexity cannot be reproduced by fully dynamic homogeneous and continuous fault models. Inherently discrete fault models, on the other hand, may give rise to a power law size distribution over a wide range of sizes, and to spatiotemporal clustering similar to what is observed in nature [Rice, 1993; Dieterich, 1995] . As this study is motivated by observations, we choose to study an inherently discrete model. For simplicity, we assume quasistatic motion.
Model Formulation
[5] Given the interest here in gaining basic understanding of how interactions among aftershocks may affect the magnitude and the duration of the seismicity response, it is constructive to focus on a simple rather than a more realistic fault model. We model an earthquake fault as a planar shear crack with uniform friction properties embedded in a homogeneous elastic medium. The crack is represented by a computational grid of 100 Â 100 square cells that is periodic in both Cartesian directions. Slip on the crack is driven in a manner intended to mimic a constant tectonic displacement rate _ d tect applied at a distance W on either sides of the fault plane. The stressing rate imparted to the fault surface by the tectonic motion may thus be written as
where G is the shear modulus. Apart from being stressed by the steady tectonic displacement, fault elements are subject to stress steps imposed by slip on other fault elements. The evolution of the stress on cell i as a function of time t is given by
where t 0 is the stress at t = 0, g 1 (i, j) are the influence coefficients of a periodically repeated source relating change in shear stress on i with shear displacement on j, and d( j, t) is the total slip on j since t = 0. The d(i, t)G/W term ensures that the long term slip rate on the fault is _ d tect ; that is, that the stress due to tectonic loading is negated locally when the fault has slipped by an amount equal to the far-field displacement. An alternative approach, possibly more physically realistic, would be to load the fault by applying the tectonic displacement on portions of the fault surface adjacent to the computational grid (representing, for example, the deeper aseismic portion of a vertical strike-slip fault) [Rice, 1993] . However, this would give rise to a nonuniform background stressing rate on the computational grid, which we wish to avoid. The periodic influence coefficient is calculated as follows:
where g is the influence coefficient of a single (i.e., nonrepeating) source, x i and z i are the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the cell in question, respectively, X length and Z length are the horizontal and vertical dimensions of the computational grid, and in practice the sum on n x and n z is from À5 to 5. An important aspect of the periodic grid is that all the influence coefficients on a particular element sum to zero. Thus no change in stress is produced if all cells slip by an equal amount and that amount equals the tectonic displacement applied at distance W.
Elastic Interaction
[6] Simulations were performed using two different sets of influence coefficients. The first set describes the stress induced at the center of the cells by a uniform displacement discontinuity on a square element embedded in an elastic whole space. This calculation was done using the DIS3D computer program [Erickson, 1986] that employs equations for an elastic half-space, and the solution for a whole space has been approximated by burying the fault at great depth. Poisson's ratio was set to be 0, so that stress changes at equal distances ahead of the mode 2 and mode 3 fronts are identical and the tendency of the ruptures to grow in either direction is the same. With Poisson's ratio closer to laboratory values (say 0.25), the ruptures tend to be longer in the mode 2 (slipparallel) direction. Calculating stress changes at the center of the cells is a common practice. Using this approach, however, the average stress changes on cells in the immediate vicinity to the rupture edge are quite severely underestimated because of the rapid stress falloff near the crack tip. This effect is more pronounced for small ruptures than it is for large ruptures, introducing a strong grid dependency.
[7] In an attempt to lessen this effect, we have derived a second set of influence coefficients that relates displacements to mean stress changes over the cell area. The selfinfluence coefficients are calculated as before, but for Poisson's ratio of 0.25. The off-diagonal influence coefficients are obtained through numerical integration of
where L is the cell half length, Áx ij and Áz ij are horizontal and vertical distances, respectively, measured in units of L, and the coefficient C 0 is calculated numerically to satisfy the requirement that the sum of all periodic influence coefficients is zero (C 0 = 0.58). As in 3-D crack solutions, the integrand in equation (4) contains a square root singularity near the crack tip and decays proportionally to the distance cubed at large distances; however, the azimuthal dependence of the stress change has been removed [Dieterich, 1994] .
[8] Normalized values of the two sets of influence coefficients are plotted as a function of normalized distance in Figure 1 , which shows that the two sets differ only slightly at distances greater than one fault length. At one fault length, however, the average stress influence coefficient is 50% greater than the midcell coefficient. The average stress self-influence coefficient equals À0.53 G/L, and the midcell self-influence coefficient equals À0.45 G/L. Use of the average stress influence coefficient gives rise to a wider range of rupture sizes, and increases the size at which ruptures become unstoppable. In the following, unless otherwise specified, results are shown for the average influence coefficients. As will be shown, the main conclusions of this study are unaffected by the choice of influence coefficients.
Frictional Constitutive Relation
[9] The crack surface is governed by rate-and statedependent friction. The effects of sliding rate _ d and fault state q on friction t are as follows [Dieterich, 1979; Ruina, 1983] :
where A and B are dimensionless constitutive parameters, s is the effective normal stress, m 0 is the nominal coefficient of friction, and _ d * and q * are reference velocity and state, respectively (q = q * for steady state sliding when
. In general, fault state depends upon sliding and normal stress history [Linker and Dieterich, 1992] . Here, for simplicity, normal stress is assumed constant. This study adopts the following evolution law for the state variable [Ruina, 1980] :
where D c is a characteristic sliding distance. This evolution law, also known as the ''slowness law,'' has the property that the state increases with elapsed time when the fault is locked. At steady state, that is when dq/dt = 0, q ss =D c / _ d ss and the friction law becomes
In order for unstable slip to occur, the frictional resistance on the sliding surface must decrease with slip faster than the loading stress. For a departure from steady state sliding under constant normal stress, this condition may be written as follows [Rice and Ruina, 1983; Ruina, 1983] :
where k is the effective stiffness of the system. Notice that this inequality implies that unstable slip may occur only if steady state friction is velocity weakening, i.e., B > A. For the case of a crack embedded within an elastic medium, Dieterich [1986] identified k with hG/L, where h is a geometrical constant with value near 1. In that case, the requirement for instability is that the crack length exceed some critical value L crit given by [Dieterich, 1986] 
Dieterich [1992] showed, both analytically and numerically, that unstable slip on a crack that is loaded beyond the steady state is preceded by self-accelerating creep concentrated on a patch with dimension that scales with B rather then with BÀA. This result suggests that the dimension of the smallest earthquake source may in fact be smaller than that predicted by equation (9). Next, a discrete earthquake model is presented in which friction is velocity weakening, and the dimension of an individual cell is assumed to be much larger than the minimum size for unstable crack growth. An important consequence of these ''oversized'' cells is the emergence of spatiotemporal complexity, and a power law size distribution.
Computational Scheme
[10] Quasi-static slip on a fault may be described by a system of differential equations that can be solved simultaneously at successive time steps [e.g., Rice, 1993; Gomberg et al., 1997] . This approach, however, is very computationally demanding when accounting for multiple interactions among a large number of fault elements. Here we present an approximate computational scheme that greatly reduces the computational task. We adopt the strategy proposed by Dieterich [1995] , according to which the evolution of a seismic element throughout the seismic cycle can be separated into three distinct phases. For each phase, approximations are made that simplify the governing equations. The three phases are illustrated in Figure 2 , which shows the evolution of sliding velocity and fault state throughout a single seismic cycle.
[11] In phase 0, at the beginning of the seismic cycle (i.e., immediately after an earthquake), slip speed decelerates to the point that the fault is nearly locked. The stress is less than the steady state friction, the fault state increases almost linearly with time, and the fault strengthens. Approximating phase 0 elements as locked simplifies the evolution law. With this approximation the second term in equation (6) vanishes, and the state may be written as
where q 0 is the state at the beginning of the time step Át. This phase occupies most of the seismic cycle, and it is during this part of the seismic cycle that much of the stress buildup occurs. A phase 0 element enters phase 1 when the stress exceeds the steady state friction at the current state.
The balance between elastic stresses acting on the fault surface and the steady state friction at the transition from phase 0 to phase 1 may be written as
where Át 01 is the transition time from phase 0 to phase 1, and t 0 and q 0 are the stress and the state, respectively, at the beginning of the time step. Given initial conditions, equation (11) may be solved numerically for Át 01 .
[12] In phase 1, later in the cycle the stress exceeds the steady state friction, the slip velocity increases, the state decreases and the fault strength rapidly decreases. Because of the positive feedback between velocity increases and fault weakening, slip becomes self-accelerating. Because the sliding velocity at this stage is high, the first term in equation (6) may be neglected and the state is approximated as
Using this approximation, Dieterich [1994] obtained several analytical expressions that describe the evolution of a selfaccelerating crack. The results used in this study are listed below (for the full derivations see Appendix A of Dieterich [1994] ). The sliding velocity on a fault that is subjected to a constant stressing rate increases with elapsed time according to
where _ d 0 is sliding velocity at the beginning of the time step. The transition time from phase 1 to phase 2, i.e., the time to instability, is given by
The effect of increasing the shear stress by Át is to increase the sliding velocity according to
Figure 2. (top) An example of the evolution of sliding velocity and (bottom) fault state throughout a single seismic cycle, obtained via exact solution of a spring-slider system as by Gomberg et al. [1997] . At the start of the cycle the slider decelerates over a timescale that is indicative of the healing rate. From start to 75% of the cycle, the state increases almost linearly with time, and sliding velocity is well below that of the loading point. This portion of the cycle is approximated as locked fault and is referred to as ''phase 0.'' During the final 25% of the cycle the state decreases rapidly and the slider accelerates. This portion of the cycle is approximated as self-accelerating fault and is referred to as ''phase 1.'' Finally, sliding velocity reaches the seismic sliding velocity. This represents the earthquake and is referred to as ''phase 2.'' Solution of the slider-spring system beyond this point requires the inclusion of an additional term that accounts for the outflow of kinetic energy in the form of seismic waves.
[13] In phase 2, an element switches into phase 2 when the sliding velocity reaches the predefined seismic sliding velocity _ d seis (say 1 m/s). A rupture may grow beyond the size of a single cell if the stress increase on cells surrounding the rupture is large enough to instantaneously bring the sliding velocity to the seismic sliding velocity according to equation (15) . At the end of the earthquake, phase 2 elements revert to phase 0 with friction that is less than the steady state friction for sliding at seismic speeds, i.e.,
In previous nondynamic models, the applied stress at the end of the earthquake was set equal to the steady state friction [Rice, 1993; Dieterich, 1995] . However, motivated by the results of elastodynamic models that show the stress at the end of the rupture to be less than the steady state friction [Madariaga, 1976; Rice and Tse, 1986; Cochard and Madariaga, 1996] , a dynamic-like stress overshoot is added artificially. In the absence of stress overshoot, a relatively small stress perturbation imposed on recently ruptured cells can raise the stress on these cells above the steady state friction (because the state in equation (11) is small), resulting in switching almost directly from phase 2 to phase 1. An important aspect of stress overshoot is that the final stress on recently ruptured cells is well below the steady state friction, making the transition into phase 1 more difficult, and making the recurrence interval longer. The inclusion of a stress overshoot is done by randomly specifying an overshoot value within a predetermined range. Assigning the stress overshoot randomly enhances stress heterogeneity and complexity (i.e., nonperiodicity). In the absence of this randomization, elements that fail together in one earthquake have a strong tendency to remain linked for the duration of the simulation.
[14] Since most of the slip is coseismic, stress transfer due to aseismic slip is ignored. (Such a simplification could not have been made had we attempted to resolve the critical dimension of rupture instability L crit ) Thus, according to equation (2), static stress changes due to coseismic slip Ád are calculated as follows:
Algorithm
[15] Following Dieterich [1995] , the simulation progresses along the following steps:
1. Begin with cells distributed evenly throughout the cycle, such that in the absence of interaction, earthquakes would occur at regular intervals and at random locations.
2. Solve for transition times of all cells using equations (11) and (14).
3. Advance the simulation by a time step equal to the minimum of all transition times, Át min . Update state values on phase 0 elements according to: q(i) = q 0 (i) + Át min . Update sliding velocities on phase 1 elements according to equation (13) . Update stresses on phase 0 and phase 1 elements according to: t(i) = t 0 (i) + Át min _ t tect . Repeat current step until a phase 1 element reaches the seismic sliding velocity.
4. The onset of an earthquake episode begins when the sliding velocity on a single element reaches the seismic sliding velocity. A single rupture may occupy one or more cells. The subset of cells that comprises the rupture set { } r is determined via an iterative procedure as follows:
Step A solves for the coseismic slip on the rupture set {Ád} r through solution of
where O(i) is the randomly prescribed stress overshoot, t dyn is the steady state friction at the seismic sliding speed, and t is the stress at the onset of instability.
Step B uses equation (16) to compute stress changes on cells other than the rupture cells.
Step C uses equation (7) to compare the stress on phase 0 cells with the steady state friction. Convert to phase 1 those cells on which the stress exceeds the steady state friction. In order to make the transition continuous, the sliding velocity of these cells is calculated in two steps. First compute the stress step required to reach the steady state friction and the resulting steady state sliding velocity D c /q(i). Then compute the sliding velocity from equation (15), with Át being the difference between the elastic stress and the steady state friction and _ d 0 being the steady state sliding velocity.
Step D uses equation (15) to check if the sliding velocity on phase 1 cells exceeded _ d seis . Convert cells that exceeded the seismic sliding velocity to phase 2, and add them to the rupture set.
Step E returns to step A if the rupture set at the end of the iteration is larger than that at the beginning of the iteration. If not, and if the simulation has proceeded far enough that the seismicity rate is constant, catalog various output parameters. Waiting for seismicity rate to reach steady state is essential in order to ensure that the result is insensitive to the initial conditions. 5. Stop if the desired number of events for the catalog is reached, or return to step 2.
Controlling Parameters
[16] In order to identify the controlling parameters, we have carried out a dimensional analysis of the governing equations. Dimensionless t, t, d and _ d are defined as follows:
where according to Dieterich [1994] , t a = As/ _ t tect is the characteristic time for seismicity to return the background level following a stress step if earthquake interaction is neglected. Notice that according to our definition of the dimensionless parameters, " d is not equal to the product of " t ð18Þ and " _ d as might be expected. That is, however, not a problem, since in the current algorithm aseismic slip is neglected and the coseismic slip is treated as being instantaneous, therefore the computation of " d = " t " _ d is never carried out. In models where the set of governing equations is solved exactly, i.e., L crit is well resolved by the numerical grid and aseismic slip is accounted for, L does not enter the governing equations and lengths would sensibly be normalized by D c . In the current model L crit is not well resolved and the role of the minimum rupture size is played by L.
[17] Equations (10) and (11), describing the evolution of phase 0 elements, in nondimensional form become
The presence of the term t a _ d seis /D c is a symptom of the two (very different) timescales involved in the problem, t a and _ d seis /D c (the contact time of asperities of size D c during seismic slip). The set of equations (13) - (15), describing the evolution of phase 1 elements, becomes in nondimensional form
In deriving equations (21) and (22), use is made of the assumption that L and W are large compared to L crit to set HD c /A % B/A. Finally, equation (2) describing the evolution of stress becomes
where "
Inspection of the above set of equations reveals that the governing equations in nondimensional form are a function of the three dimensionless ratios B/A, t a _ d seis /D c , and W/L. While the first two contain information regarding the constitutive parameters, the third is a geometrical parameter that measures the coarseness of the grid with respect to W. We show in section 4.5.2. that W/L is in fact a measure of the importance of earthquake interaction with respect to the tectonic stressing. If W is a proxy for the seismogenic thickness of the crust, then we expect W/L to be ) 1 for microearthquakes (i.e., interaction is very important), and $1 for major crustal earthquakes (i.e., interaction not more important than tectonic loading). Because for a given _ t tect the fault slip rate is proportional to W (equation (1)), the contribution to the long-term effective stressing rate from interaction with other fault elements increases in rough proportion to W/L, and increasing W/L increases both the seismicity rate and the range of rupture sizes. An additional controlling parameter is the stress overshoot in equation (17) . Unlike the other three parameters, the stress overshoot is not contained in the governing equations, but instead has been added to the simulation artificially. In elastodynamic models the amount of stress overshoot is controlled by both constitutive and elastic parameters. While B/A and t a _ d seis / D c are specific to the rate-and state-dependent friction, W/L and stress overshoot also play the roles of controlling parameters in fault models that employ a static-dynamic friction law [Ben-Zion and Rice, 1993; Dahmen et al., 1998 ]. Below we explore the effect of B/A and t a _ d seis /D c on the simulated catalog. The ratio W/L is set to be as large as possible while not permitting the entire computational grid to rupture at once. While this maximum value depends upon both B/A and t a _ d seis /D c , we find that a broad region of parameter space can be explored using W/L = 10.
[18] Various averaged properties of the simulated catalogs are contoured in Figure 3 as function of the parameters B/A and t a _ d seis /D c , and for stress overshoot distributed randomly between 5% and 30%. In accordance with the results of laboratory experiments that show values of B and A may vary between 0.01 and 0.005 [Dieterich, 1979] , and B/A = 3 for wet granite at midcrustal temperature [Blanpied et al., 1991] , the effect of B/A is examined for values between 1.5 and 10. Owing to the wide range of acceptable t a values (a few days to a few years), and the poor constraints on D c (10 . Our choice for the range of the stress overshoot conforms with elastodynamic models [e.g., Madariaga, 1976] .
[19] The fraction of phase 1 elements at the onset of instability increases with decreasing values of B/A ( Figure  3a ). This result may be understood through inspection of equations (22) and (20), which indicate that the duration of phase 1 is a decreasing function of B/A, whereas the duration of phase 0 is an increasing function of B/A. Notice that in general the total area that is undergoing self-accelerating slip is small. Because most of the time the fault is locked, decreasing B/A shortens the seismic cycle. As a result, seismicity rate, defined as the total number of events per t a , increases with decreasing B/A (Figure 3b) .
[20] The ratio D c / _ d seis may be thought of as contact time of asperities of size D c during seismic slip. Short contact time during slip implies fast healing when slip stops, the effect of which is to delay the transition to phase 1 and to lengthen the recurrence interval. As a result, the normalized stress drop increases with increasing t a _ d seis /D c (Figure 3c ). Because the duration of the self-accelerating phase, i.e., the transition time in equation (22), increases with decreasing B/A, normalized stress drop increases slightly with decreasing B/A.
[21] In general, the size of the average rupture increases with increasing B/A (Figure 3d ). This is because the instantaneous increase in sliding speed is proportional to the logarithm of the product of the stress change and B/A (i.e., equation (23)). Increasing B/A therefore increases the tendency of elements surrounding the rupture to reach instability, and to become part of the rupture set. As a result, the range of earthquake sizes increases with B/A. Figure 4a . Size distribution appears to be close to power law, with the exponent of the power law being a decreasing function of B/A. Plots of size distribution obtained using the midcell influence coefficients (Figure 4b ) or a smaller W/L (Figure 4c) show similar results except that they give rise to a smaller range of earthquake sizes.
Toward a More Realistic Aftershock Sequence
[22] Dieterich [1994] considered a hypothetical situation in which an aftershock sequence is produced in response to a single stress step induced by a large earthquake. In addition to disregarding interactions among aftershocks, Dieterich assumed that aftershocks nucleate over areas on the fault that at the time of the main shock were in the self-accelerating stage, i.e., phase 1, and that the availability of these sites is unlimited. With these assumptions, Dieterich predicts the seismicity response to a stress step, Át, to be a simple function of Át/As, and to decay with time according to
were _ N bg and _ N as are the seismicity rates before and after the main shock, respectively, and _ t bg and _ t as are the constant stressing rates before and after the main shock, respectively. Equation (25) has the properties that (1) _ N as / _ N bg = exp(Át/ As) immediately following application of the stress step, (2) the aftershock duration is As/ _ t as , independent of the magnitude of the stress step, after which _ N as / _ N bg = _ t as / _ t bg , and (3) _ N as / _ N bg decays as 1/t for the bulk of the aftershock sequence.
[23] The similarity between the prediction of equation (25) and observed earthquake clustering has motivated many workers to interpret large aftershock sequences in terms of Dieterich's [1994] rate-and-state parameters. For example, Toda et al. [1998] used knowledge of the spatial distribution of both the stress change and the seismicity rate change to infer As (0.02 -0.05 MPa) along the Nojima Fault and other nearby faults following the 1995 Kobe earthquake, Japan. Gross and Kisslinger [1997] studied aftershocks of the 1992 Landers earthquake, California, and estimated the constitutive parameter A (0.0003 -0.02) and tectonic stressing rates in the Mojave and along the southern San Andreas Fault, based on the distribution and duration of seismicity response and the modeled stress change. Whether the interpretation of natural seismicity in terms of Dieterich's model requires some modifications, due to the fact that aftershocks have a size distribution and that they respond not only to the stresses induced by the main shock but also to stresses induced by other nearby aftershocks, remains an open question. Below we discuss the implications of relaxing these model assumptions, and the consequences of a more realistic aftershock sequence with a range of earthquake sizes and multiple interactions between aftershocks.
Do Only Self-Accelerating Elements Take Part in the Aftershock Sequence?
[24] Here we examine the effect of relaxing the assumption that aftershocks nucleate on fault patches that at the time of the main shock were in phase 1. In order to reproduce the hypothetical scenario of an aftershock sequence responding to a single stress step, the algorithm has been modified as follows: (1) Stress transfer between elements has been disallowed (i.e., steps B through D of step 4 of the algorithm) and (2) A uniform stress step is imposed on the entire model at the start of the simulation.
[25] A close match between the simulated seismicity response to a stress step and equation (25) is revealed in Figure 5 , for Át/As between 1 and 8. For each stress step, we compute the lag time between the application of the stress step and the last aftershock that nucleated on a cell that was in phase 1 at the time of the main shock (indicated by the symbols at the bottom of the diagram). In this example, these lag times are much shorter than t a . For example, all cells that at the time of the main shock were in phase 1 ruptured within less than 10 À2 t a following a stress step of Át/As = 8, and within less than 10 À1 t a following stress steps of Át/As = 6 and 7. We therefore conclude that Dieterich's prediction remains valid even in cases where a large fraction of the aftershock sequence consists of fault elements that at the time of the main shock were in phase 0. This conclusion is consistent with Gomberg et al. [2000] , who compared Dieterich's phase 1 approximations with exact solutions for a spring-slider system and showed that Dieterich's result provides a reasonable approximation for the change in time to failure due to a stress step even on faults that are far from failure [e.g., Gomberg et al., 2000, Figure 2 ].
Effect of Multiple Interactions: An Analytical Result
[26] Before proceeding with the numerical results, we derive a simple expression for the time-dependent seis- . The symbols at the bottom indicate, for each stress step, the time lag to the last aftershock that nucleated on a cell that was in phase 1 at the time of the main shock. micity response to a stress step that approximates the effect of multiple interactions as a locally enhanced stressing rate. The appropriateness of this approximation can be checked by comparing the resulting analytical expression with the numerical results to follow. During constant seismicity, and assuming all ruptures are of equal size, the average effective stressing rate acting on element i is given by
The second term on the right represents the contribution from other elements, and embodies the notion that on average these elements slip at the tectonic rate. Because the grid is periodic and uniform slip gives rise to zero stress change due to elastic interactions,
Using this relation, substituting _ t tect W/G for _ d tect , and substituting " g (26) may be rewritten as
The W/L term indicates that the relative importance of earthquake interaction to the effective background stressing rate increases as the tectonic displacement is applied at greater distances W. Because j" g 1 (i, i)j % 0.5, equation (28) shows that for W/L = 10, _ t bg is dominated by earthquake interaction.
[27] The above derivation applies to quasi-uniform seismicity rates. However, the contribution to the effective stressing rate from earthquake interaction increases in rough proportion to the seismicity rate. Thus an approximate expression for the effective stressing rate during intervals of elevated seismic activity is
C is a unitless number that would equal 1 if the size distribution and stress drops of earthquakes in the aftershock sequence were unchanged from those of the background seismicity, but that may be time-dependent if these conditions are not met. In the derivation that follows C is taken to be equal to 1.
[28] Next, we need to derive an expression for the earthquake rate that would result from the stressing rate of equation (29). Dieterich [1994] introduced a state variable of a fault population g (as opposed to the state variable of a single fault q) that, under constant normal stress, evolves with time and shear stress history according to
and that is related to the seismicity rate according to
Substituting equation (31) into equation (29) gives
From equations (30) and (32), the evolution of g is
which has the solution
where g 0 is the value of g at t = 0. The evolution of g through an instantaneous change in shear stress of Át has the solution [i.e., Dieterich, 1994, equation (B10)]:
where g 0 is g prior to the stress step.
[29] It is now possible to derive an approximate expression for the seismicity rate change, including the effect of earthquake interaction, as a function of time following a stress step. Equation (35) is first used to evolve g through a stress step. This result becomes g 0 in equation (34), which gives the evolution of g as a function of time since the application of the stress step. Finally, an expression for the seismicity rate change is obtained by substituting g into equation (31):
Remarkably, equation (36) for a stress step followed by a time varying stressing rate (tied to the local seismicity rate) is identical in form to equation (25) for a stress step followed by a constant stressing rate _ t as equal to the prior stressing rate _ t bg . In fact, the two cases are identical except that in equation (36) the seismicity rate change is relaxed according to a characteristic timescale As/ _ t tect , whereas in equation (25) it relaxes according to a characteristic timescale As/ _ t as . In both cases the magnitude of the immediate seismicity rate change equals exp(Át/As), a result that can be rationalized by recalling that because earthquake interaction is treated as an enhanced background stressing rate, for very short time intervals following a stress step such a rate has not had enough time to influence the seismicity.
[30] The conclusion is thus that to first order, the effect of earthquake interaction is to leave the aftershock rate com-pletely unchanged from equation (25), with aftershock interaction ''turned off'' and with the relevant stressing rate being _ t tect . This result may provide some justification for one of the apparent successes of Dieterich's model, namely that the aftershock duration is linearly related to the main shock recurrence interval t r through t a = As/ _ t bg = Ast r /Át e , where Át e is the main shock stress drop [Dieterich, 1994, equation (19) ]. However, inherent in this prediction is the assumption that the background stressing rate _ t bg sensed by the microearthquakes (that for the most part define the aftershock duration) may be equated with the stressing rate Át e /t r sensed by the main shock. This assumption is problematic in that the stressing rate could be orders of magnitude larger for the smaller events (for the simple model of equation (28) the difference is given by the ratio of the event sizes). However, equation (36) suggests a way out. For a crustal-scale main shock the relevant stressing rate may be _ t tect , and for those microearthquakes that experience a high stressing rate due to earthquake interaction, such interaction also prolongs the aftershock sequence until As/ _ t tect .
[31] This prediction of equation (36) may differ from the actual response of seismicity to a stress step, since it does not take into account the possible time dependency of earthquake stress drop and size distribution; that is, it relies on the assumption that C = 1 in equation (29). In section 4.3, we present the results of numerical simulations showing that equation (36) provides a good approximation for the seismicity rate change induced by a stress step, as long as time-dependent variations of earthquake size distribution are very small (i.e., C % 1).
Effect of Multiple Interactions: Simulation Results
[32] The case of background seismic activity interrupted by a sudden stress step induced by a large earthquake is simulated as follows: (1) Run the algorithm until a steady state seismicity rate is reached. (2) Impose a uniform stress step on all the model elements. (3) Repeat the process several times, with new assigned initial conditions each time, in order to improve the statistics.
[33] Simulated and predicted time-dependent seismicity rate changes induced by stress steps Át/As of 2, 4, 6 and 8 are compared in Figures 6a -6c for W/L = 10 and various values of B/A and t a _ d seis /D c . As in Figure 5 the time axes in these diagrams are normalized by As/ _ t tect , which according to equation (36) is the expected characteristic time for aftershock decay. In general, these plots show a close match between the simulated time-dependent seismicity rate change and that predicted from equation (36), validating the approach of treating earthquake interaction during aftershock sequences as a locally elevated stressing rate. In detail, however, it can be seen that in many cases the actual seismicity rate early in the sequence is above the predicted rate and in some cases the seismicity rate late in the sequence is below the predicted rate. Deviations from the predicted seismicity rate increase with decreasing t a _ d seis /D c and decreasing B/A.
[34] Also shown for each stress step are the fractional changes, with respect to the average premain shock population, in average seismic moment (bottom diagram) as a function of normalized lag time. It is found that the effect of the main shock is not only to modify the seismicity rate, but also to modify the size distribution of the aftershock population, thus violating the assumption C = 1 underlying the derivation of equation (36).
[35] What gives rise to these time-dependent changes in the aftershock size distribution? Two mechanisms combine to produce this effect. One is related to the effect of a stress change on the distribution of time to instability of potential nucleation sites. A consequence of the rate-and statedependent friction law is that the change in the time to instability of an element that is far from failure is larger than that of an element that is near failure, if both are subjected to stress steps of equal magnitude. As a result, following a stress increase, many more elements switch from phase 0 to phase 1 than from phase 1 to phase 2, and the overall fraction of phase 1 elements occupying the fault surface is increased. A fault plane that is occupied by a larger number of phase 1 elements is likely to produce larger ruptures, and thus some of the increase in the average seismic moment release shortly after the main shock is attributable to this effect.
[36] Clearly, an additional mechanism must be invoked to explain time-dependent variations in the average seismic moment release when the aftershock sequence consists of single cell ruptures (as is the case in Figure 6c ). Indications as to what this mechanism may be are presented in Figure 7 , where fractional changes, with respect to the average premain shock population, in normalized strength are plotted as a function of time since the application of the stress step. In producing this plot we chose B/A to be equal to 4, in which case rupture growth beyond the dimension of a single cell is very unlikely, and both the background and the aftershock populations consist of single cells. For each cell, the strength is plotted at the time it first ruptures after the application of the stress step. Cells that at the time of the stress step were in phase 1 are labeled in black, and cells that were in phase 0 are labeled in gray. These results show that following the stress step and early during the aftershock activity the strength is higher than the average strength of the background population, whereas later during the aftershock activity the strength is lower than that of the average population.
[37] In section 4.2 we explain that the effective stressing rate following a stress step is higher than that prior to the stress step. Below we show that the combined effect of a stress step followed by a higher stressing rate is to strengthen phase 1 elements. Consider a phase 1 element sliding at speed _ d 0 and subject to an effective stressing rate of _ t bg . The failure stress on that element is given by the sum of the initial stress t 0 and the product of the time to instability (from equation (14)) and the effective stressing rate:
where the minus superscript signifies the absence of a stress step. If instead this element is subjected to a positive stress step of Át, then the new effective stressing is _ t as such that _ t as > _ t bg , and according to equation (15) the new sliding velocity becomes _ d 0 exp(Át/As). In that case the failure stress on that element is given by the sum of the initial stress, the stress step and the product of the time to instability immediately following the stress step and the new effective stressing rate:
where the plus superscript signifies the existence of a stress step. The difference between the two is
where M = Hs _ d 0 exp (Át/As), and because
Thus the fault strength following a stress step Át exceeds that in the absence of a stress step by an amount Át. The same may be true of phase 0 elements that at the time of the stress step are near to phase 1. While this analysis ignores possible changes in frictional strength during seismic slip, a larger stress drop is expected to lead to larger seismic slip speeds and hence possibly even lower values of dynamic friction, further increasing the stress drop.
[38] Increasing the stress on phase 0 elements early in the seismic cycle has the opposite effect. The combined effect of a stress step plus an increased stressing rate on the stress drops of subsequent earthquakes can be seen in Figure 8 . Following seismic slip, from equations (6) and (7) the steady state friction on a fault that is essentially locked increases as the logarithm of elapsed time (dashed line in Figure 8 ). Increasing the stressing rate on phase 0 elements causes the stress on these elements to reach the steady state strength sooner and at lower stresses than in the absence of the stress step. As a result, elements that during the time of the stress step were in phase 0 will reach instability at lower stress. It is thus not surprising that the simulation with the largest reduction in moment (Át/As = 8 in Figure 6b ) is also the simulation in which the computational grid has recycled earliest in the aftershock sequence.
[39] The results of Figure 6d were obtained for the same parameter values as Figure 6a but using the midcell influence coefficients. Overall these results display the same features as those obtained using the average stress influence coefficients. The conclusion that equation (36) reasonably approximates the seismicity response to a stress step is thus independent of the choice of influence coefficients. Note, however, that variations in seismic moment are much stronger if average stress instead of midcell coefficients are used (i.e., compare Figures 6a and 6d) . As a result, deviations between simulated and predicted rate changes are more pronounced for the average stress coefficients than for midcell coefficients. More generally, these deviations are likely to be dependent on a number of model assumptions including the amount of overshoot, the lack of dynamic elasticity, the inherently discrete grid, the simplified rateand-state equations, etc. 10 , and stress overshoot between 25% and 45%. Cells that were in phase 1 at the time of the stress step are labeled in black, and those that were in phase 0 are labeled in gray. The phase 0 cells that ruptured before phase 1 cells are cells that experienced additional stress steps due to nearestneighbor interaction. [40] In summary, the effect of a stress step is to strengthen cells that are near failure (i.e., in phase 1), and to weaken cells that are far from failure (i.e., in phase 0). As a result, the actual seismicity response to a stress step differs slightly from that predicted by equation (36). In many cases, early during the aftershock sequence the seismicity rate change is higher than that predicted and in some cases late during the aftershock sequence the seismicity rate is lower than that predicted.
Implications for Hazard Assessment
[41] Earthquake size distribution is an important parameter in hazard assessment, so understanding the physical processes by which this size distribution may be modified is vital. The parameter used to measure size distribution of an earthquake catalog is the b value, where b refers to the exponent of the power law distribution of earthquake magnitudes. A low b value indicates a high ratio of large to small earthquakes, therefore higher risk.
[42] Frequency-size statistics of a single aftershock sequence triggered by a stress step of Át/As = 8 obtained with B/A = 6, t a _ d seis /d c = 10 10 and stress overshoot between 5 and 30% are shown in Figure 9 for events occurring within 0.1 t a of the main shock (solid line) and events occurring between 0.1 t a and t a of the main shock (dashed line). This result shows that the b value early in the aftershock sequence is lower than the b value later during the aftershock sequence.
[43] Additional insight may be gained by inspection of the temporal changes in the average seismic moment. The average seismic moment of an earthquake sample that exhibits power law size statistics is a function of the sample size, the minimum seismic moment and the b value. Thus comparing the average seismic moments of samples of equal size and equal minimum seismic moment is equivalent to comparing the b values of the samples. Higher average seismic moment corresponds to a lower b value and greater hazard probability. Two examples for the evolution of the mean seismic moment as a function of elapsed time following a stress step of Át/As = 8 are shown in Figure 10 . Both examples were obtained using t a _ d seis /d c = 10 10 and stress overshoot between 5 and 30% but with B/A = 6 in Figure 10a and B/A = 4 in Figure 10b . Each data point represents the mean of a sample of 500 earthquakes (with no overlap between samples), and the solid curves are highly smoothed fits to the data. These results indicate that the response of the b value to a stress step is highly sensitive to the ratio B/A. While in Figure 10a the average seismic moment is higher than that of the background during most of the aftershock activity, the average seismic moment in Figure 10 is less than that of the background throughout Figure 9 . Frequency-size statistics of a single aftershock sequence triggered by a stress step of Át/As = 8 obtained with B/A = 6, t a _ d seis /d c = 10 10 , W/L = 10 and stress overshoot between 5 and 30% for events occurring within 0.1 t a of the main shock (solid line) and events occurring between 0.1t a and t a of the main shock (dashed line). most of the aftershock duration. The spikes at long times are separated by about one recurrence interval, suggestive of some memory effect that appears to decay with time.
[44] Previous workers have reported correlations between stress changes and changes in earthquake size distribution. For example, Weimer and Katsumata [1999] compared main shock coseismic slip distribution with the b value distribution of aftershocks of four major earthquakes. They found in all four cases that areas of high slip, and therefore shear stress decrease, correlate with high b values whereas areas of little or no slip, and therefore shear stress increase, correlate with low b values. Hosono and Yoshida [2002] compared decay rates of aftershocks of different magnitude, and observed faster decay rates for big aftershocks than for small ones. Since most aftershocks occur in regions that were brought closer to failure by the main shock, their conclusion that large events decay faster than small events and our conclusion that the b value early during the aftershock sequence is smaller than the b value later during the sequence might be different descriptions of the same phenomenon. Additional evidence for time-dependent b value response to a stress step comes from a study of relocated microseismicity [Ziv et al., 2002] . In this study we examine temporal changes of earthquake size distribution in regions confined to 1 -2 rupture radii of an earlier microearthquake. As in Figure 10 , we observe an immediate increase, with respect to the average long-term, of the ratio of large to small earthquakes following a previous earthquake that decays with time toward the average value.
Summary and Conclusions
[45] The main objective of this study was to examine the consequences of relaxing the assumptions underlying Dieterich's [1994] model for aftershock production. We address this question numerically by use of an inherently discrete earthquake fault model, with a fault surface governed by a rate-and state-dependent friction law. We use an algorithm that is based on a scheme proposed by Dieterich [1995] . This scheme, designed to reduce the calculation time, provides only an approximate solution to the full rate-andstate equations, but the main conclusions of this paper appear to be quite general and independent of these approximations. We show that the governing equations in nondimensional form are a function of the parameters B/A, t a _ d seis /D c and W/L. The effects of these parameters on the simulated catalogs are explored.
[46] We derived a simple analytical expression for the time-dependent seismicity response to a stress step which approximately accounts for the effect of multiple interactions among aftershocks. According to this result, the immediate seismicity rate change equals exp(Át/As), as in the absence of aftershock interaction, and the characteristic time for aftershock activity to return the background level is As/ _ t tect . That is, despite the fact that the effective stressing rate (including earthquake interaction) is many times _ t tect , which might be expected to shorten the aftershock sequence duration proportionally, because interaction prolongs the duration so as to exactly cancel this effect. If this result applies to the earth it means that the parameters _ t tect and As may be inferred from aftershock duration without the consideration of multiple interaction. However, it remains to be shown that this result applies to a collection of noncoplanar faults as well.
[47] We compared the predicted and simulated response of background seismic activity interrupted by a sudden stress step. We find a close match between simulated and predicted magnitude of the immediate seismicity rate change. We find that the effect of the stress step, in addition to raising the seismicity rate, is to modify the size distribution of the aftershock population. This is because cells that are near failure at the time of the stress step are strengthened, whereas cells that at the same time were far from failure are weakened. As a result, in many cases early during the aftershock sequence the simulated seismicity rate exceeds the predicted rate, and in some cases late during the aftershock sequence the seismicity simulated rate falls below the predicted rate. Further exploration of this result may increase our understanding of observed variations of b values throughout the seismic cycle, and the dependence of this variation on the rate-and-state parameters A and B.
